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A B S T R A C T

The effects of microstructure on the magnetic and dielectric properties of Mg0.6Cd0.4Co0.05Fe1.95O4 spinel ferrites
with the addition of 2.5 wt% Bi2O3 are investigated mainly for high frequency applications. The measurement
results reveal that composites processed via low temperature co-fired ceramic (LTCC) technology at different
sintering temperatures (900 °C, 920 °C, 930 °C, and 940 °C) possess excellent equivalent permeability (μ′) and
permittivity (ε′) (at 940 °C, μ′≈ε′≈25), over a long frequency range from 1 to 100MHz. The results also indicate
that densification sintering results in ultra low dielectric loss tanδε and magnetic loss tanδμ (tanδε≈0.003,
tanδμ≈0.035). In addition, the samples present enhanced magnetic properties, such as high saturation mag-
netization (approximately 37.94 emu/g) and appropriate coercivity (approximately 60.5 Oe) at 940 °C. This
research presents the prospect of wide application of MgeCd ferrites in high frequency applications.

1. Introduction

Antennas, as irreplaceable transmitter-receiver devices in wireless
communication systems, have been bestowed with considerable re-
quirements, such as miniaturization, low loss, light weight, and greater
ease of integration. On these premise of the performance requirements,
it is a challenge to realize a reduction in the size of traditional high
frequency antennas with frequency bands from HF to VHF (2–300MHz)
[1–4]. The problem can be solved with new options provided by the
timely appearance of materials processed by LTCC technology, which
simultaneously holds a dominant position in system-level electronic
encapsulation [5]. A sintering temperature lowered to less than 950 °C
allows ceramic ferrites to be co-fired with Ag to obtain integrated
multilayer RF electrical products. Not only do they have a high re-
fractive factor n (n=(μ′ε′)1/2, n > 1), which enables a higher trans-
mission speed inside the materials [1], but the miniaturization of the
antenna is also realized. The resonant wavelength, is derived from the
following relationship [6]:

λ= λ0/(μr*εr)1/2

Where μr and εr are the non-unity relative magnetic permeability and

dielectric permittivity of the substrate material, respectively, and λ0 is
the free space wavelength. It is observed that the resonant wavelength
decreases when μr and εr are comparably large. However, the perfor-
mance of the antenna deteriorates, i.e., low gain, low radiation effi-
ciency and narrow bandwidth, under the condition that εr is much too
high. Importantly, another cause of poor antenna performance is mis-
matched impedance between the antenna and free space [1,7–10].
Thus, materials that possess excellent magnetic and dielectric proper-
ties are favored by many researchers, as the magnetic and dielectric
performance are coincidentally demanded by modern antennas, which
are tending toward miniaturization and integration, and more im-
portantly, good impedance matching with air [11–13]. To realize the
above-mentioned characteristics, equivalent permeability and permit-
tivity should be satisfied. The impedance of the substrate is derived
from the following equation [14]:

Z=(μ'μ'0/ε'ε'0)1/2= η0(μ'/ε′)1/2

Where η0=(μ′0/ε′0)1/2, is the impedance of air space. When μ'/ε'≈1,
and Z≈η0, a wide bandwidth and powerful radiation efficiency are
obtained.

Mg ferrite with a spinel structure is an outstanding magnetic and
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dielectric material, widely used in high frequency applications, for its
high permeability, low loss, and chemical and physical stability
[15,16]. Surveys of the structural, electric, and magnetic character-
ization of Cd-substituted Mg ferrite have been undertaken [17–20]. And
the effect of different Bi3+ ion-doped ferrites has been extensively
studied [11,14,21]. It is proven that Bi2O3 aids work well in lowering
sintering temperature, as well as tailoring magnetic and dielectric
properties.

In this study, a new formula, Mg0.6Cd0.4Co0.05Fe1.95O4, is put for-
ward and synthesized by the conventional solid-state reaction method
with 2.5 wt% Bi2O3 doping. The sintering temperature was varied from
900 °C to 940 °C to determine the correct temperature to realize per-
meability and permittivity matching, as well as to measure the micro-
structure, magnetization, and low-loss characteristics.

2. Experiment

Spinel Mg0.6Cd0.4Co0.05Fe1.95O4 ferrites with Bi2O3 dopant were
synthesized by LTCC technology. The pure raw materials, including
analytical-grade MgO, CdO, Co2O3, and Fe2O3 were weighed, mixed,
and ball-milled in a planetary mixer for 12 h. After drying, the powders
were presintered at 1000 °C for 4 h. After adding 2.5 wt% Bi2O3, the
preliminary sintered powder was again ball-milled for another 12 h.
The dried powder was then ground into particles with polyvinyl alcohol
(PVA) as a binder. High pressure, up to 8MPa, was applied to press the
particles into circular wafers of a certain size. In the end, the molded
samples were sintered at 900 °C, 920 °C, 930 °C, 940 °C for 4 h sepa-
rately.

X-ray diffraction (XRD), (DX-2700, Haoyuan Co.) measurements
with Cu-Ka radiation at a θ-2θ geometric angle from 20° to 120° showed
the crystallography of the samples sintered at different temperatures.
Afterward, the specific crystal structure was ascertained via Rietveld
refinement, performed by GASA refinement software. During the re-
finement progress, it was assumed that the content of the Mg ions was
x, the content of Cd ions was 1-x-ζ, and the content of Fe ions was ζ,
thus the ions occupying A-site and B-site were determined as follows,
based on the cation distribution formula.

(Mg xCd 1-x-ζFe ζ)A[Mg 0.6-xCd x+ζ-0.6Fe 1.95-ζCo 0.05]BO4

The determination of the secondary composition was carried out at
the same time. Results were finally obtained after a series of fittings and
iterations.

A HP-42391B RF impedance analyzer was used to measure the
complex permeability and complex permittivity, using a frequency
range from 1MHz to 1.5 GHz. The microtopography was captured by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), (JEOL, JSM-6490) at a
6000×magnification. The hysteresisloops were measured by a vi-
brating sample magnetometer (VSM), (MODEL, BHL-525). X-ray
Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS), (Thermo Fisher Scientific K-Alpha,
USA) was utilized with an Al Kα excitation light source and a voltage of
5 kV at room temperature to validate the valence states of the con-
stituent elements. The measured data were then fitted by deconvolution
with the fitting software XPSPESK 4.1. Thus, the valence states of Fe2+

and Fe3+ were determined.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 1 displays the XRD patterns of the MgeCdeCo ferrites sintered
at different temperatures (T). With the addition of 2.5 wt% Bi2O3 aids,
all the samples crystallized in a spinel structure and revealed standard
MgFe2O4 peaks, matching well with the diffraction reference of stan-
dard PDF card No. 22-1086. In addition, a kind of minor low intensity
impurity peak was detected with reference to Bi24Fe2O39 (BFO) stan-
dard (JCPDS file No.42-0201). This suggested that the target objects,
spinel Mg ferrites with magnetic properties and BFO with dielectric

properties were formed as expected, meaning that superfluous Bi3+

ions combined with Fe3+ BFO dielectric phase [22,23]. However, it was
observed that the position of the main peaks did not show any sig-
nificant shift at various sintering temperatures, implying that the
samples were formed well over the temperature interval. However, the
samples sintered at the last three temperature points showed few or no
BFO peaks, and only those sintered at 900 °C revealed a strong BFO
peak near 27°, as highlighted with the pink ellipse in Fig. 1. This may
have resulted from the mass of the Bi3+ ions begin to volatilize out of
the samples. The synthesized temperature of Bi ferrites was near 900 °C
[24].

As introduced in the experimental section, the original XRD patterns
and phase composition were determined through Rietveld refinement.
Finally, the observed and calculated patterns, and the discrepancy be-
tween them are shown in Fig. 2, which indicates that the calculated
results are consistent with the observed results.

The results, such as cell parameters, site occupation and content of
positive ions and reliabilities of refinement are listed in Table 1. From
this table, it can be seen that all the Cd ions occupied A-sites, and Mg
and Fe ions occupied both A-sites and B-sites. Meanwhile, as the tem-
perature rose, the content of Mg ions at A-sites decreased while it in-
creased at B-sites. Furthermore, the content of Fe ions changed in the
opposite direction, indicating that some Mg ions migrated from A-sites
to B-sites, and Fe ions migrated inversely as the temperature increased.
In addition, the reliability of the refinement was verified by the com-
paratively low values of χ2, ωRp, and Rp listed in Table 1.

Fig. 3 displays the temperature-dependence of the samples with
cross-section SEM images. From the figure, it can be concluded that all
the spinel ferrites have a relatively homogenous grain distribution.
Although there is little change in temperature in the experimental
scope, the grains still show some growth tendencies, which can be de-
scribed by the following two aspects. One is on density: as the tem-
perature increases from 900 °C to 940 °C, the number of pores is re-
duced. At a temperature of 900 °C, many apparent voids coexist with
grains over large areas, while as the temperature increases to 940 °C,
very few pores can be observed, indicating that higher temperature
brings about denser sintering samples. Another aspect is the average
grain size, which increases monotonously with increasing temperature.
Via a linear intercept method in statistics, the grain sizes were eval-
uated to be approximately 1.1 μm, 1.3 μm, 1.6 μm, and 2.1 μm, at the
four corresponding temperature points. This reveals that higher tem-
perature allows the grains to grow larger in size. To validate the above-
mentioned explanation, the experimental densities (ED) measured by
the Archimedes drainage method, the theoretical density (TD) calcu-
lated in the Rietveld refinement, and the relative densities calculated by
ED divided by TD are listed in Table 2, which shows that the bulk
density increases with increasing temperature.

The magnetic hysteresis loops and magnetic property (saturation

Fig. 1. XRD patterns of samples with various sintering temperature points.
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magnetization (Ms) and coercivity (Hc)) curves of the samples sintered
at different temperature points are shown in Fig. 4. The magnetic
hysteresis loops in Fig. 4 (a) indicate the spinel ferrites have excellent
soft magnetic properties. Moreover, the magnetization is enhanced with
the increase in temperature, as shown in Fig. 4 (b). Ms changes with a
significant monotonously increasing trend, and the concrete numerical
values are 32.07 emu/g, 36.18 emu/g, 36.96 emu/g, and 37.94 emu/g
with the corresponding temperatures of 900 °C, 920 °C, 930 °C, 940 °C.
The change in the coercivity (Hc) with temperature exhibits a trend
reverse to that of the saturation magnetization, meaning Hc mono-
tonically decreases with the increase in temperature, with values of
105.6 Oe, 92.76 Oe, 63.75 Oe, and 60.5 Oe. The enhanced Ms and de-
pleted Hc are evidence not only that the samples were well formed, but
the magnetic properties change according to a regular trend with in-
creasing temperature. Generally, what produces the larger value of Ms
is the larger grain size as well as the higher density, caused by an in-
crease in temperature. The theory of a dead layer, such as in the core-
shell model, can be used to explain the similarly paced change in
temperature and Ms [25,26]. In the model, the magnetic particles are
assumed to be shielded inside a non-magnetic layer. The increase in the
Ms can be attributed to the decrease in the presence of the dead layer.
In addition, the variation in A-B site exchange interaction between
tetrahedral (A) and octahedral (B) sublattices also explain the positively
correlated relationship between grain size and Ms. Two different crys-
tallographic sublattices exist for magnetic ions in spinel ferrites with
cubic crystal texture: tetrahedral (A) and octahedral (B). The super-
exchange interaction between the ions in the A and B sublattices
combined with oxygen ions has a primary influence on the magnetic
order [27]. This is probably because Mg2+ ions occupies both the A-
sites and B-sites, creating an irregular ion occupation distribution,

which is a key to determining the magnetic properties, especially the
Ms and Hc. The cations in the magnetic materials occupy lattice sites to
some extent depend on their special fondness for what they prefer in
bulk materials, where the particle size determines the extent of inver-
sion. In the experimental samples, as shown by the Rietveld refinement,
Mg2+ and Fe3+ occupied both the A-sites and B-sites. As the tem-
perature rose, Mg2+ ions migrated from A-sites to B-sites and Fe3+

migrated from B-sites to A-sites. This migration takes the edge off
strains and a canted spin structure, which results from broken surface
exchange bonds and weakens the A-B exchange interactions, causing an
increase in the saturation magnetization with an increase in the grain
size [28].

All the synthesized samples were measured via XPS, and there were
no difference in the curves. The Fe2p spectra intensity depending on the
binding energy of the samples sintered at 930 °C is displayed in Fig. 5.
This figure indicates that the binding energy is 718.54 eV, 710.56 eV
and 724.72 eV, correspondingly denoting the satellite peak, Fe2p3/2,
and Fe2p1/2, which means that it is +3 valence, and not +2 valence for
all the Fe ions [29]. The decreased coercivity (Hc), denoting the mag-
netic field intensity needed to diminish the magnetization to zero, is
decreasing. There are two reasons for determining Hc, according to
Gadkari et al. One is the relationship between the Hc and anisotropy
constant of the magnetic materials according to the one-ion model, as
the anisotropy constant depends on the content of Fe2+ ions [18].
Another reason is the microstructure: there are no Fe2+ ions in the
sample, the above-mentioned increase in grain size is responsible for
the decreased Hc. Simultaneously, a higher Ms also can lower the Hc,
which can be explained by their relationship based on the Stoner-
Wohlfarth theory [30]:

Fig. 2. Rietveld refinement results of the X-ray dif-
fraction patterns of the samples sintered at various
temperature points. The observed patterns (red
rings), the best fit Rietveld profiles (dashed lines in
blue), and difference between the observed pattern
and the best-fit Rietveld profiles (solid line in olive),
and Bragg peak positions of Mg ferrite (vertical
segment in wine) and Bragg peak positions of BFO
(vertical segment in cyan).

Table 1
Rietveld refinement results for the X-ray powder diffraction sample patterns with cell parameters, A-site ions, B-site ions, χ2, ωRp, Rp.

T (°C) cell parameters (Å) A-site B-site χ2 ωRp Rp

900 8.3920 (Mg 0.23Cd 0.4Fe 0.37) [Mg 0.37Co 0.05Fe 1.58] 1.26 1.57% 1.1%
920 8.5153 (Mg 0.21Cd 0.4Fe 0.39) [Mg 0.39Co 0.05Fe 1.56] 1.82 2.3% 1.5%
930 8.5146 (Mg 0.2Cd 0.4Fe 0.4) [Mg 0.4Co 0.05Fe 1.55] 1.97 2.38% 1.55%
940 8.5184 (Mg 0.19Cd 0.4Fe 0.41) [Mg 0.41Co 0.05Fe 1.54] 1.82 2.28% 1.55%
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Hc=0.98 K/Ms

Where K is the anisotropy constant. This relationship states that Hc is in
inverse proportion to Ms, which is in good agreement with the change
patterns of Ms and Hc, as discussed in the foregoing section.

Fig. 6 shows the magnetic spectrum and dielectric spectrum of the
samples sintered at different temperature points. Fig. 6 (a) shows the
change in the complex permeability measured over a long frequency
range of 1 MHz-1 GHz. As the temperature increases, the real part of the
permeability (μ′) increases slowly from approximately 20 to 29. The
increased temperature brings about larger grain size and denser sin-
tering [31]. In ferrite materials, the initial permeability relies foremost
on the saturation magnetization and the first-order anisotropy constant
(Ku1), abiding by the following relationship [21]:

μ∝Ms2/Ku1+λsδ

Where λs and δ represent the magnetization coefficient and internal

stress, respectively. The term λsδ is small enough to be ignored for the
small δ. Thus, the initial permeability is in positive correlation to the
Ms. Thus, a higher Ms can also explain the increasing real permeability.

Fig. 3. SEM images of samples sintered at different temperature points. (a) 900 °C, (b) 920 °C, (c) 930 °C, (d) 940 °C.

Table 2
Relative densities of samples with various sintering temperature points.

T (°C) 900 920 930 940

relative densities 93.52% 95.08% 96.1% 96.52%

Fig. 4. Magnetic hysteresis loops (a) and magnetic properties (b) of samples sintered at different temperature points.

Fig. 5. Fe-2p XPS spectra of sample sintered at 930 °C.
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The imaginary part (μ") of the samples remains at a fairly low level
(approximately 0.7 for all samples) over the long frequency range. As a
result, the magnetic tangent tanδμ is attained by equation [32]:

tanδμ= μ"/μ′

Rendering an ultra low order of magnitude of tanδμ (approximately
3*10−2) in the long frequency band.

However, the real part of the permittivity (ε′) of the samples first
increases from approximately 20 to 32 when the temperature increases
from 900 °C to 930 °C, and then drops to 25 at 940 °C, as shown in Fig. 6
(b). In terms of the first three samples, with ε′ increasing with the
temperature, the enhanced dielectric properties may result from the
larger crystal size and denser sample formation as shown in Fig. 3 [33].
For the temperature increase from 900 °C to 930 °C, the Bi2O3 sintering
aid becomes liquid, then flows to the crystal boundary, helping and
supporting the grain to grow and thus making the sintering denser with
lower porosity. Meanwhile, the Bi2O3 aids combine Fe2O3 to form the
dielectric material, BFO, which is a key to enhancing the real permit-
tivity. However, as the temperature is more than 935 °C, some BFO
grains begin to distort [34], causing a reduction in functional BFO in
the dielectric materials. Thus, ε′ is further reduced when the tempera-
ture goes up to 940 °C. As displayed in Fig. 6(b), the imaginary part of
the permittivity (ε") is quite low (approximately 0.09) in the frequency
range for all samples. According to the computational formula of the
dielectric loss tangent, tanδε [35]:

tanδε= ε"/ε′

A surprisingly low magnitude of tanδε of approximately 10−3, and
for some samples, as low as 10−4 is obtained.

Therefore, the equivalent permeability and permittivity character-
istic of the samples sintered at 940 °C can be derived from Fig. 5. The
figure shows that the samples sintered at 940 °C have almost equivalent
μ′ and ε′ in the long frequency range of 1-100MHz, providing an ex-
cellent application environment for ferrites used in antennas, as well as
consummate impedance matching between antennas and the propaga-
tion medium.

In addition to that, the low-loss properties (low tanδε and low
tanδμ) in Fig. 6 reveal that LTCC technology is an effective way to
achieve this characteristic. Essentially, tanδμ is composed of three
elements: the eddy current loss tangent tanδe, the hysteresis loss tanδa,
the remaining loss tangent tanδc [32,36]. Of these, tanδe is caused by
electromagnetic induction, causing energy loss in the material itself and
hence generating power loss. Inside this material, the coercivity is the
key to the electromagnetic induction. A uniform shape, fairly average
grain size, uniform thickness of border grains, a small quantity of pores
between the grains, and small anisotropy are the coexisting factors that
lower tanδa. The proposed LTCC technology meets the requirements of
these conditions. The last part, negligible tanδc, originates from Fe2+

ions, which were confirmed to be nonexistent in the samples.
The dielectric loss originates from a micromechanism [15,37]. In

particular, the grain boundaries between the single crystals and the
polycrystalline ceramic are in dominant position to determine the di-
electric loss. Apart from this, the pores inside the materials and grain
size also give rise to tanδε [38]. Generally, the formula below describes
the relationship between porosity and tanδε [15]:

tanδε=(1-P)tanδ0+CPn

In the formula, tanδ0 represents the dielectric loss of materials with
a dense structure, P is the porosity, and C is a material-dependent
constant. As reported by Jia et al., the first term on the right-hand side
denotes intrinsic loss, which is determined by the amount of processed
materials, and the other term represents extrinsic loss, which depends
on the imperfections [15]. As was discussed concerning the micro-
structure in the SEM images, the microstructure of the processed sam-
ples brings about comparatively low extrinsic dielectric loss, thus a low
tanδε is obtained.

As a whole, low magnetic and dielectric loss enables the proposed
materials to possess excellent magnetic and insulating properties when
used as an antenna substrate, due to the lower power loss caused by the
heat.

4. Conclusions

In this work, magnetic and dielectric MgeCd ferrites with 2.5 wt%
Bi2O3 were successfully processed at various temperature points via
LTCC technology. The influence of microstructure on the magnetic
performance and dielectric properties of the spinel Mg ferrites was
studied in detail. Finally, the following conclusions could be drawn.

1). The spinel MgeCd ferrites obtained with densification-sintering
LTCC technology had enhanced magnetic properties. For instance,
the saturation magnetization (Ms) increased from 32.07 emu/g to
37.94 emu/g, while the coercivity (Hc) decreased from 105.6 Oe to
60.5Oe, while the temperature rose from 900 °C to 940 °C.

2). The real part of the permeability (μ′) increased monotonically from
approximately 20 to 29, and the real part of the permittivity (ε′)
rose first from approximately 20 to 33, and then dropped to 25 with
increasing temperature.

3). μ′ and ε′ were tailored to be equal (μ'≈ε'≈25)over a long frequency
range of 1-100MHz at 940 °C. This may have resulted from the
formation of the BFO dielectric materials and increased tempera-
ture.

4). Ultra low magnetic loss and dielectric loss were obtained
(tanδμ≈0.035, tanδε≈0.003). This is due to the densification sin-
tering and low porosity.

The resulting desirable properties ensure that the proposed Mg
ferrites would serve well for miniaturization, and would offer ease of
integration for high frequency antennas.

Fig. 6. (a) Complex magnetic permeability, (b) complex dielectric permittivity of samples sintered at different temperature points.
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